Royal Retreat
By David Michael
Gathering of Royals
In the early morning of the 27th of January 2019, I found myself in a northern country in a
church. My sense is the country was a place of political international neutrality like Switzerland or
Geneva, Holland. The church was a wooden framed church that looked like it was built in about the
early 19th century with pews and a traditional altar in the front made of beautiful grained woods.
Reestablishing Kingdoms
I was there before others came and talked to a few people that came through the door. This was
to be a retreat for a selection of the royals of Europe who had either been displaced from their countries
or were at just the start of rebuilding a kingdom government after some kind of world crises. It was an
invitation only gathering and I told some who wanted to attend without invitation that they may loose
and leg or arm if they remained. They did not seem to be deterred form their notion of staying.
Soon the church was full and discussions occurred on issues of reestablishing kingdoms where
socialism and its economic policies had taken its toll and ruined countries. Perhaps I had some
connection to the church as I seemed to be a kind of host but very much out of the lime light.
Punishment for the Uninvited
The meeting then ended and as I was cleaning up the church, I found a severed leg and a
severed arm left behind wrapped in large sheets plan white paper. The cuts were cauterized but no
burning was evident. I wondered how it was done as water droplets fell slowly from the edge of each
cut yet no blood was evident as if cauterized without heat. I discarded the limbs outside in the
graveyard under earth without any ritual. Come to think of it, perhaps I served as the parish priest in
this dream.
Thoughts
Upon awaking, I realized this may not be a church at all but a Bishopric called upon to manage
the event. The church historically has been set apart from society as a neutral place not swayed by
politics or economics. Thus, the observed protection of 'sanctuary' in centuries past for political
dissidents if they could get onto the grounds of the church before capture. The penalty for intruding
upon this royal gathering was severe... but not death. The loss of a limb.
The rise of kingdoms in the last days will come as prophesied in scripture. It would appear this
gathering was exclusive to hereditary princes who are under the banner of YHWH and not the NWO
banner of Luciferian world domination. We are at war in the spiritual world as Luciferian spawned
kingdoms and bloodlines are opposed to the kingdoms of YHWH and his Adamic and Davidic 'pure '
royal ' bloodlines not mixed with Nephilim genetics. What this means is there are two royals houses
claiming each throne or principality. The royal house of the Sons of Light verses the Royal house of
Sons of Darkness. It will be difficulty to tell the difference except by the 'sight' of the true prophets.

